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Elysian Fields
Mankind had been diligently recording expressions and ideas of 
the afterlife throughout majority of our civilization, from ancient 
Greek teachings to classical attitudes; evolving into contemporary 
literature and pop references of today. Geometric shapes and 
patterns that were initially sought out in an attempt to explain 
order within nature have long been adopted for use within a 
culmination of sacred rituals of ancient civilizations. These identities 
morph and develop into wide varieties of uses and meanings in 
religious and mystical contexts over time, with an influence toward 
the foundations of other scientific branches including Mathematics, 
Physics and Chemistry. 

The romantic notion of Elysium traces back to the earliest cultures, 
including the Hindus, Greek, Egyptians, Christians and Muslims, 
through a correlation between the various elements found in 
the ear th and the heavens. This notion, often used in literature as 
prolepsis, had since evolved from a dreary heroic military shade to 
the allure of “paradise” from the Renaissance, and even more so 
today, it continues to ascribe meaning within a society driven by 
scientific literacy. It is this overarching element that is being sought 
out in the two-person exhibition entitled Elysian Fields, by Haffendi 
Anuar and Sinta Tantra. 

Through her abstracted flat paintings and his object based 
sculptures, Sinta’s paintings remove and disrupts perspectives, they 
are rendered in two-dimension and are by no means dull. She 
presents paintings of abstracted figuration in utilizing flat colour 
surfaces to evoke notions that are vibrant yet contemplative, 
blurring the perception of its material and formal elements. In a 
seemingly direct opposition to her minimal abstractions, Haffendi 
Anuar’s playful sculptures are a response to destabilize the 
immersion of man-made shapes in which we are so fondly tied 
to in contemporary today. Their vibrant hues coupled with quirky 
tongue in cheek titles ignites a dialogue around the morphing of 
identities within these man-made objects by returning them into 
irregular organic shapes inspired by nature.

In the following conversation with both multi-disciplinary London 
trained ar tists, we discuss the idiosyncrasies involved in their 
working processes as well as the ideologies behind their work. 

Interview by Jessica Ho



How do you plan for a composition? 

Haffendi Anuar (HA): The sculptures are pretty organic, in the 
sense of design as well as the process to create them. I never 
actually planned them prior to constructing as well as I don’t do 
preliminary sketches, as I like a more open and fresh approach to 
sculpting. The form are constructed from broken-up terracotta 
flower pots and decorative ceramics such as vases and kitschy 
sculptures in which I purchased them at the local nurseries when 
I buy my plants or at the neighborhood knick knack stores. I like 
that they come from around where I live or near the studio. In the 
studio, I would either drop the objects on the floor or break them 
with a hammer, before reconstructing the pieces with epoxy putty 
and adhesive. 

Sinta Tantra (ST): Designing on the computer means that I can 
work playfully and quickly; applying colour, scaling shapes, shifting 
angles. I star t with a motif which then acts as a focus to ‘work out’ 
from the centre. Within a studio sitting, I get through dozens of 
digital sketches - few, however, make the final edit. 

What informs the shapes that emerges in your pieces?

HA: They are loosely based on the forms of indigenous plants such 
as the Rafflesia, pitcher plants and orchids. I love plants and have 
been gardening for a couple of years. I also have this fond memory 
of owning a venus fly trapper in Boston as a child, and I had to feed 
pieces of defrosted beef burger once a week.

The sculptural forms are also reminiscent of empty shells or 
crustaceans, therefore the forms are inspired by a host of other 
natural forms. In the traditional sculpture language, they are quite 
abstract, not entirely figurative, and I like that they jump in and 
out in becoming abstract and figurative.  The pedestals that I have 
created for some of them appear like legs, turning some forms into 
busts, with legs.

ST: I enjoy playing with various styles, from bold tropical colours 
to minimalist lines. The overarching ambition of my work is the 
desire to strike a balance between colour, line, space, and volume, 
creating a tension between the ‘image’ and the architectural space 
it occupies. From small painted canvases to monumental public ar t 
installations my practice explores: how does the body respond to 
colour? What rhythms are created? How do we approach space? 

Could you tell us more about the lines and silhouettes within your 
work and the role they play in the overall construct

ST: Growing up as a child, I was very fond of playing the piano and 
composing music. One could say my approach to painting is similar 
to that of music making: line and silhouettes act as ‘tones’, to either 
enhance or jar against the composition. I use line and blocks of 
colour to spatially ‘cut through’ paintings, enabling areas to pop or 
recede. 

HA: In the forms, I am more interested in the idea of an interior 
and exterior, and a sculpture being more than just a volume but is 
composed of empty spaces and holes. They are meant to feel open 
and fragmented. 

At which point does color come into play?

HA: Colors act like a skin for the works, and I have always been 
interested with the role of colors in sculptures and forms. Most of 
my sculptures are painted or have colors as an important element 
in them, and this is in a way an opposition to the purist notion of 
a modern sculpture. Colors can also be deceiving in sand act as a 
method to complicate forms.

ST: For me colour and form cannot be separated - one does not 
precede the other. And although I’m interested in a visual aesthetic, 
what ultimately drives the work is experimenting and playing with 
colour semiotics. Different colours on the canvas form dialogues 
and dualities with each other. Can colour be gendered for example? 
And if so, what is the significance of placing pink next to blue? Does 
one subver t the other?

What are some elements that have direct influence on the 
composition / construct of your works?

ST: Nearly all my paintings hold areas of unpainted linen, some 
predominately more so than others.  I like the idea of unveiling the 
decorative surface of the image; ‘filling’ the compositional frame 
with a surface colour we often associate with the star t of a painting 
- empty and blank. 

HA: I think I have discussed this in the previous answers.



What are some concerns about the treatment and finishing when 
using the medium of your choice

HA: I am quite experimental in my approach to sculpture and I do 
not try to have the works dictated by a material choice. I think the 
idea or the attitude I’m trying to convey is way more important 
and that’s why have worked with various materials for different 
series such as plastic, wire, metal and wood. Different sculptures 
require different finishes and it depends of the logic of the work. In 
most cases, a varnish or a Polyurethane finish is used.

ST: The tempera paint I use has a similar finish to that of Italian 
frescoes - highly pigmented and very matt. It’s a challenging paint 
to use when covering large areas of solid colour ; it has to applied 
quickly and confidently to avoid patches

Could you share with us some systems and processes that you adopt 
in the production of your work, and the role it has on the final 
outcome?

HA: Sure, again it depends on the different series. For this one, 
I approached it with an open mind and wanted to create a new 
body of work that is more open and deal with a different sculptural 
language than my previous work. Fur thermore, I have always 
worked with found objects or materials, usually locally sourced 
and that these objects either help or complicated the conceptual 
dimension of the work. Again most of my works are unplanned but 
I would make a number of test works prior to being happy with 
the final outcome, thus they are a culmination of countless tests 
and errors of finished work. I am always trying out new approaches 
and material combinations, being open to mistakes and surprises. 
Finally, this new works equally have a lot of formal similarities with 
previous series such as the Pilotis, foam works and the wooden 
sculptures of the Migratory Object, kind of a fur ther development 
informed by all of them. 

ST: Similar to an architect, the blueprint of a painting holds all the 
information needed for production. Within my practice, the process 
from digital to painting rarely digresses - I follow the blueprint 
methodically and do not add or subtract par ts from the original. 
Although some may consider this as ‘unpainterly’, eliminating the 
decision making process enables the act of painting to be entirely 
pure; focusing solely on the materiality of the paint itself, being 
present in the moment. 



How much of your work is inspired by physical spaces and what 
relationship it has with dimensions?

ST: I star ted my career ten years ago; creating public ar tworks, 
responding to architectural and urban settings. By studying what 
these spaces were like to experience as bodies, I would then 
determine where the edges of my canvas would lie. Today I use 
the same skills to determine ar tworks for inside the gallery space; 
maximising the experiential impact for the viewer, playing between 
monumental and miniature, public and private.  

HA: For this new work, I don’t believe they are inspired by physical 
spaces, but in other works, especially the work that I recently 
exhibited in Condo, Shanghai, they do consider the relationship of 
the human body to sculptural forms, in an un-monumental sense 
and how a visitor to the gallery space would physically relate to a 
cluster of objects on the gallery floor. In that body of work, I was 
also interested in the notion of the expanded landscape, and how 
the landscape, whether physical or social, or a feeling the current 
‘times’, could be reimagined and depicted through a cluster of 
objects and small images, like how objects displayed behind glass in 
an ethnographic museum could give us a sense of an era long gone. 

What is core idea you wish to communicate through your artworks?

ST: Creating works in the public realm requires a ‘glass half full’ 
mentality. How do we improve our cities, communities and homes 
to both function and look better? What does the role ar t and 
design play in our global society today? Can we all be ‘makers’? I 
want people to question both the politics and spaces that they live 
in and have the tools and confidence to change their future.

HA: I guess for this new work, I wanted to experiment and 
approach sculpture through a more open approach. I want the 
audience to enjoy the works formally and visually.

Both of you produce works on a range of mediums and formats, 
what is the one element/influence that is embedded throughout your 
practice?

HA: I tend to use everyday materials as the sculptural ‘skeleton’ of 
my work as well as color as an important element in the language 
of my forms. 

ST: Within my work is the continuous exploration of colour and 
form; the fine line that separates the two and three dimensions; 
turning the white cube space inside out as well as applying my 
public ar t experiences back into the gallery space. 

Follow up question: Is there one that you struggle to contain when 
moving across these different bodies of work?

ST: Although I create three-dimensional objects, I do struggle with 
conceptualising sculptural volume and form. My brain’s a hybrid 
between a painter who thinks in colour and an architect concerned 
with how the body responds spatially. 

HA: Actually I don’t see it as a struggle but a challenge to move 
beyond the confinement of a cer tain body of work. I don’t view a 
cer tain style or body of work as definitive of my practice. Forms or 
languages change all the time depending on the ideas. 

Could you tell us about some ongoing explorations that you are 
working on right now?

HA: I am preparing for the residency in London and what I will 
do there. I am also working on the works for the solo show in 
Singapore for next year. 

ST: Whereas my previous works used colour to celebrate the 
spectacle, I recently star ted thinking about what would happen if 
colour was taken out of the equation. After studying the blueprint 
designs used in preparation for my public ar t projects, I became 
fascinated by line, and how at times it offered more imaginative 
possibilities than colour. Can total immersion be achieved through 
the simplicity of line alone? 





Still Life I, 2018
Terracota, ceramics, epoxy putty, epoxy adhesive, 
cemenet, sand, latex, Puttyfilla, oil paint,varnish
40 x 38 x 35 cm
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The Music is in Me, 2018
Tempera on linen
150 x 180 cm
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Grinding One’s Teeth, Indian Grey (Proton), 2018
Terracota, ceramics, epoxy putty, epoxy adhesive, 
cemenet, sand, latex, Puttyfilla, automotive paint
47 x 38 x 35 cm
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The Music is in Me III, 2018
Tempera on linen
120 x 100 cm
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Cherry Blossom (Perodua), 2018
Terracota, ceramics, epoxy putty, epoxy adhesive, 
cemenet, sand, latex, Puttyfilla, automotive paint
57 x 42 x 44 cm
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A House in Bali (Sunset Beach), 2018
Tempera on linen
150 cm diameter
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Breakfast for Champions, 2018
Terracota, ceramics, epoxy putty, epoxy adhesive, 
cemenet, sand, latex, Puttyfilla, oil paint,varnish
70 x 37 x 37 cm
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Zenith of Sky in Prussian, 2018
Tempera on linen
120 x 100 cm
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Yen’s Yam, 2018
Terracota, ceramics, epoxy putty, epoxy adhesive, 
cemenet, sand, latex, Puttyfilla, enamel paint
48 x 40 x 35 cm
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Gianpponese a Roma in Linen, 2018
Tempera on linen
120 x 100 cm
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Sundew, 2018
Terracota, ceramics, epoxy putty, epoxy adhesive, 
cemenet, sand, latex, Puttyfilla, enamel paint
57 x 40 x 43 cm
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Star Clock at Night II, 2018
Tempera on linen
180 x 180 cm
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Still Life II, 2018
Terracota, ceramics, epoxy putty, epoxy adhesive, 
cemenet, sand, latex, Puttyfilla, oil paint,varnish
64 x 54 x 43 cm
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Sun Clock in Day II, 2018
Tempera on linen
180 x 180 cm
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Slow Tropical Snails II, 2018
Terracota, ceramics, epoxy putty, epoxy adhesive, 
cemenet, sand, latex, Puttyfilla, oil paint,varnish
34 x 48 x 50 cm
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Polarised Skies, Rotating Screens II, 2018
Tempera on linen
78 x 95 cm; 180 x 90 cm; 150 x 80 cm
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Slow Tropical Snails I, 2018
Terracota, ceramics, epoxy putty, epoxy adhesive, 
cemenet, sand, latex, Puttyfilla, oil paint,varnish
52 x 42 x 46 cm

HAFFENDI ANUAR Public Fountain, 2018
Terracota, ceramics, epoxy putty, epoxy adhesive, 
cemenet, sand, latex, Puttyfilla, oil paint,varnish
51 x 41 x 28 cm
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Haffendi Anuar (b. 1985, Malaysia) is 
an artist based in Kuala Lumpur. He 
produces sculptures, paintings and 
drawings. He did his International 
Baccalaureate certificate in art at 
the International School of Kuala 
Lumpur, his foundation at the Rhode 
Island School of Design in Providence 
and his BA Honors at Central Saint 
Martins College of Art and Design in 
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pratice examines how countries in 
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through culture and technological 
advancements, linking these notions 
of progress and modernity to the 
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works that recycle found images, 
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and local sources.
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A British artist of Balinese descent, 
Sinta Tantra was born in New York in 
1979. She studied at the Slade School 
of Fine Art, University College London 
1999-2003 and at the Royal Academy 
Schools London 2004-06. She was 
awarded the inaugural Bridget Riley 
Drawing Fellow at The British School 
at Rome (2017). 
Highly regarded for her site-specific 
murals and installations in the public 
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Korea (2015); Royal British Society of 
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Olympics, Canary Wharf, London. 
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Richard Koh Fine Art has been in operation 
since 2005 and is regarded as a pioneer for 
introducing contemporary art to Malaysia 
and the region. Promoting an adventurous 
roster of emerging and established artists, 
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locally and abroad with a commitment to 
emerging practices and challenging media.
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